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The Testability of Distributed Real-Time SystemsSpringer, 1993
The Testability of Distributed Real-Time Systems starts  by collecting and analyzing all principal problems, as well as their  interrelations that one has to keep in mind wh4en testing a  distributed real-time system. The book discusses them in some detail  from the viewpoints of software engineering, distributed systems  principles, and real-time...

		

Knowledge in Formation: A Computational Theory of Interpretation (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	With knowledge representation we face more or less the same problem as Augustine
	(354–430) when thinking about time: if nobody asks what it is, it seems
	clear enough, but being asked it proves to be very difficult to provide an answer.


	At the beginning of our research we thought that a solution for the problem
	of...


		

Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux: Computational Techniques for Resolving Security IssuesApress, 2018

	
		
			Get started in white-hat ethical hacking using Kali Linux. This book starts off by giving you an overview of security trends, where you will learn the OSI security architecture. This will form the foundation for the rest of Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux. With the theory out of the way, you’ll...








		

Molecular Computation Models: Unconventional ApproachesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
With the increasing complexity of software systems and their widespread growth into many aspects of our lives, the need to search for new models, paradigms, and ultimately, technologies, to manage this problem is evident. The way nature solves various problems through processes evolving during billions of years was always an inspiration to many...

		

Design of Experiments in Chemical Engineering: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
While existing books related to DOE are focused either on process or mixture factors or analyze specific tools from DOE science, this text is structured both horizontally and vertically, covering the three most common objectives of any experimental research:

	 screening designs       
	 mathematical modeling, and...



		

Intelligent Positioning: GIS-GPS UnificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Satellite positioning and computerised spatial data have transformed the way in which many areas of research and commercial activity are conducted. The combination of GIS and GPS is used for a broad spectrum of experiments.
    This book provides technical overview of GIS, GPS and their integration, before focusing on a selection of R&D...






		

Statistical Bioinformatics: with RAcademic Press, 2010

	Bioinformatics is an emerging field in which statistical and computational techniques
	are used extensively to analyze and interpret biological data obtained
	from high-throughput genomic technologies. Genomic technologies allow us
	to monitor thousands of biological processes going on inside living organisms
	in one snapshot, and are...


		

Language Grounding in RobotsSpringer, 2012

	Written by leading international experts, this volume presents contributions establishing the feasibility of human language-like communication with robots. The book explores the use of language games for structuring situated dialogues in which contextualized language communication and language acquisition can take place. Within the text are...


		

Fault Analysis in Cryptography (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2012

	In the 1970s researchers noticed that radioactive particles produced by elements naturally present in packaging material could cause bits to flip in sensitive areas of electronic chips. Research into the effect of cosmic rays on semiconductors, an area of particular interest in the aerospace industry, led to methods of hardening electronic...






		

XForms EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
XForms Essentials is an introduction and  practical guide to the new XForms specification. Written by Micah Dubinko, a  member of the W3C XForms working group and an editor of the specification, the  book explains the how and why of XForms, showing readers how to take advantage  of them without having to write their...

		

Foundations of Oscillator Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	My interest in oscillators started many years ago when I was an undergraduate
	student and one of the laboratory experiments was the design of a Colpitts oscillator.
	It was amazing to see how a sinusoidal signal appeared when the power supply
	was turned on. What an interesting way of controlling the motion of electrons in
	the circuit!...


		

Think Complexity: Complexity Science and Computational ModelingO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book is inspired by boredom and fascination: boredom with the usual presentation of data structures and algorithms, and fascination with complex
	
		systems. The problem with data structures is that they are often taught without a motivating context; the problem with complexity science is that it is
	
		usually not taught at...
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